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British Hills Education Department  Product Design Hybrid course 1 

Describing a Product 

Skateboard 

DSLR camera 
Blender 

Newton’s cradle 

1. Purpose: What is each product used for? 

Recreational purposes Business purposes Public purposes Domestic purposes 

    

    

Skateboard    

    

2. Purpose: Which product is being described? 

High-speed train 

1. This is used for recreational purposes. It tests balance and skill.   

2. This is used for domestic purposes. It prepares food and drink.  

3. This is used for public purposes. It transports people and goods long distances.  

4. This is used for recreational purposes, relieving stress. It is often used at work.  

5. This is used for all purposes. It plays games, creates documents, and more.  
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3. What is the purpose of a DSLR camera?

4. Read the following product descriptions. What are they describing?

(Choose the correct answer.)

A DSLR camera is used for  purposes. 

It 
DSLR camera 

This product is used for business purposes, domestic purposes,  and recreational purposes. It makes 

phone calls, makes video calls, downloads games and apps, browses the internet, and takes photos. 

dictionary  /  smartphone  /  vacuum cleaner /  computer 

This product is used for business purposes. It prints copies of paper documents, and can make these 

copies larger or smaller. It can also scan documents and save them to a computer. 

smartphone /  radio  /  computer /  photocopier 

These are used for public purposes. They make it safer for people to cycle on the roads. They     

encourage people to cycle, not drive, and so decrease pollution and make people healthier. 

smartphone /  public parks /  bicycle lanes /  public toilets 

5. Choose a product in your home or outside and describe it. What is it used for?

Product name:  . 

Product purpose: 
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